A Green Powered Canada
If I were to choose the best energy source for Canada, I would choose solar energy.
Solar can literally do anything so why not. First you have to know that there are other
options. They have good things but mostly bad. I will tell you the reasons solar is the
best energy on this planet!
I would choose solar energy because it is perfect for the environment. The reason this is
very important is that we have to save the Earth. We do so much harm to the
environment using cars, factories, and so much more. I think it would be good to do
something good for Earth. For example, if we switch to solar energy for a while, we can
easily save so much pollution from harming the Earth.
Another reason why we should use solar energy is that it's a renewable energy source.
That means we can use it forever (until the sun no more exists). This is important
because it will never run out, so we have a source of energy forever. Here is an
example of this. If we place fields of solar panels, we can have a lot of energy and
produce energy that we can use so much.
We all love the internet, right? So what if the power goes out. We have no energy, and
we cannot use the internet because we have no wifi. But luckily for me, I have solar
panels, and I can create my energy. If you install solar panels, you can escape power
outages. The reason this is important is that if anything happens like a tornado and the
power goes out you will be okay.
If people do disagree with me, they are wrong. The reason is that solar energy is kind
of perfect. I mean, it is free and comes from the sun. It also is good for your bank
account because you'll save money from electricity. It can help people when power
outages happen. It is a safe source of energy for humans and involves no toxic
chemicals or waste. (take that nuclear) It doesn't involve any smoke or pollution. So I
don't know why it isn't the best energy source on Earth! Clearly, it should be, and I 100%
think you should see my perspective, and you should look forward to cleaning our
precious Earth!

